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Few people realize that the history of the world is filled with same-gender-loving spirituality.
Ancient civilizations, tribes and sects revered homosexuals as spiritual guardians. Then, as
religion became more organized, millions of these shamans, priests and priestesses were
exiled, brutalized and even killed by the church. Just for being same-gender-loving.

This is one of the great, ignored stories of human history.
A story that is ready to be told.

“HIDDEN HISTORY” will be a 90-minute documentary film that will tell this remarkable story,
by exposing one of the great lies of human history—promoted by the churches for
centuries: that those who do not identify as heterosexual are not worthy of spirituality. This
perception of “unworthiness” has persisted for hundreds of years, even to this day, causing
internalized homophobia, self-loathing, high rates of suicide, and heavy drug use in the
lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender-intersex-queer (LGBTIQ) community.
By using powerful interviews with noted scholars, historians, and Indigenous spiritual
leaders, as well as uncovering archival images and shooting location footage--where these
Indigenous people and their leaders live, “HIDDEN HISTORY” will chronicle the early sacred
roles of these enlightened beings, through the demonizing by various religions as they
struggled with hatred and prejudice, and, ultimately, to the awakening and reclamation of
their ancient spiritual heritage.
Throughout history, cultures in every corner of the world have been touched by samegender-loving spirituality: Ayappan, the Hindu god of homosexuals, and also the god of
beauty and perpetual youth, was worshipped in India for centuries; the Galli priests of the
goddess Cybele practiced in ancient Europe and the Middle East; the Chinese Buddhists
sect, “Ten Sisters Society”, embraced resistance to heterosexual marriage, passionate
friendship and lesbian intimacy, and held ceremonies of same-sex unions; same-sex
relationships among Japanese Buddhist monks were celebrated as sacred and as the ideal,
even launching a literary movement, the Chigo Monogatari.
For centuries, in many societies, sex was undifferentiated. Sexual choice was merely a
matter of taste. In the Middle East, for example, many non-monotheistic gods and
goddesses presented an image of sexual ambivalence and bisexuality. As late as 600 AD,
even in Europe, love, friendship, sex and pleasure were considered interconnected, while
marriage was specifically for purposes of procreation.

But as the church, prejudiced by strict Biblical interpretation, became a monolithic political
force in the West, gay people—and gay spirituality--were brutally denied any contribution to
human history, and forced to go “underground” for hundreds of years. The term
“homosexuality” wasn’t even coined until late in the 19th Century.
Ironically, even after organized religion forced the exile of gays—and gay culture – the
flame did not die. Same-gender-loving spiritually flourished, and was nurtured, through
Indigenous civilizations in the Americas, Africa and India, where it continues today: the
winkte of the Lakota; the nadle of the Navaho; the minguga of the Omaha; the hwame of the
Mojave; the isangoma of the Zulu; the “gatekeepers” of Dagara; the hijaras in India. As
these cultures exemplify, some societies found ways to construct sexual interaction between
members of the same sex in a way that allows for sexual activity and emotional bonding.

Homosexual sensibilities were actually part of the ritualistic process of becoming an adult—
and a human being that is aware of the “humanness” around her/him/hir. In these cultures,
same-sex rites and ceremonies were performed and guided by same-gender-loving
visionaries, “spiritual luminaries” and healers who literally “walked between the worlds”--of
the practical and the mystical, of the secular and the sacred, of the straight and the
alternative—all to enhance our collective humanity.

“The whole notion of ‘gay’ does not exist in the Indigenous world,” states Malidoma Somé, a
renowned African spiritual scholar. “The reason why I’m saying there are no such people is
because the gay person is very well integrated into the community. Among the Dagara
people, gender has very little to do with anatomy. It is purely energetic. In that context, a
male who is physically male can vibrate female energy, and vice versa”.

“HIDDEN HISTORY” will show for the first time on screen the great array of these
extraordinary tribal cultures across all continents; their ways of life, rituals and beliefs; and
how they, through dark times, kept the legacy of same-gender-loving spirituality alive – thus
helping the “gay tribe” survive.

Finally, by telling their astonishing story, “HIDDEN HISTORY”, will show that same-genderloving/LGBTIQ people are not only worthy of spirituality, but that they, indeed, possess an
ancient tradition of spiritual power of their own that has the capacity to effect—as they once
did—the whole of humanity in profoundly positive ways.
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Key Production Personnel
PRODUCER / DIRECTOR Cheryl Rosenthal has been a successful Producer,
Assistant Director, Director of Photography and Production Manager in the San
Francisco Bay Area since 1986, where she has worked with many international
clients on TV commercials, TV programming, music videos, infomercials and
corporate films & documentaries.
Rosenthal was the Assistant Director and Production Manager for the Peabody
Award-winning film, "THE CELLULOID CLOSET." Among her other credits are:
"LAST CALL AT MAUDS", for which she was Co-Producer and the Director of
Photography. As a Production Manager she worked on MC Hammer's music
video, "YOU CAN'T TOUCH THIS", which won a coveted Grammy. Cheryl has
also won four Telly awards for corporate videos that she produced.
Most recently, through her production company, True to Life Films, Rosenthal has
produced – as a gift back to the GLBTQ community – numerous films for
nonprofits. These include Metropolitan Community Church –San Francisco
(“MCC-SF”) where she produced/directed and edited several films including a film
about the organization's food and shower program; another film honoring Coretta
Scott King's work with the gay community; and two oral history films celebrating
the 35th anniversary of MCC-SF. Her other contributions to the GLBTQ
community include an oral history film celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of
Women's Building of San Francisco.
Cheryl has volunteered for several non-profit spiritual organizations over the past
fifteen years. She was a co-creator of programming with Q-Spirit for seven years,
an organization committed to supporting GLBTQ people to fully reclaim their
spiritual roles of service, leadership and community enrichment in the world.

WRITER / RESEARCHER Christian de la Huerta is author of the best-selling,
critically-acclaimed book, “Coming Out Spiritually: the Next Step.” Chosen by
Publishers Weekly as one of 1999’s ten best religion books, the book was also
nominated for a Lambda Award. He is founder and president of Q-Spirit
(www.qspirit.org), has been a speaker, seminar leader and retreat facilitator for
fifteen years, and has addressed many churches, conferences and universities.
His background includes publishing, marketing, media and community relations,
events production and fundraising. De la Huerta is originally from Cuba.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER, FUNDRAISER Ifalade Ta'Shia Asanti starred in the
Sci-Fi Channel's first Reality TV Series, “Mad, Mad House”, a TV Show based in
the concept of respect and honor for cultural diversity, which aired to over 100
million homes across America and throughout the UK. Ta'Shia wrote, produced
and co-directed two short films, “Train Station” (18 min. USA) and “Rashida X”
(20 min. USA), which screened at festivals across the United States and Brazil –
including Frameline, Los Angeles Pan African Film Festival, New York
Film Festival, Outfest and Brazil Mix.
Ta'Shia served as the Co-Director of the 2006 Denver Pan African Film Festival,
which highlighted the work of Emmy-award winning actress, Cicely Tyson,
grammy-award winning artist, M.C. Lyte, and other leaders in film and TV.
Ta'Shia is a regular guest on the Emmy award-winning, think-tank TV talk show,
Colorado State of Mind.
Ta'Shia was nominated for the Courage in Journalism Award, a prestigious award
given to an exceptional journalist by the International Media Women's
Organization whose work addresses controversial topics related to human rights.
Ta'Shia is the recipient of the Audre Lorde Black Quill Award for creating positive
images of women in the media and through the arts, the Kathleen Morris Award
for Best Contemporary Fiction by a Woman of Color, the African-Americans Who
Make a Difference Award given by the Urban Spectrum Media Company to an
African-American journalist whose work has helped foster social change, and the
Community Artivist Award for work in preserving art and culture.
Ta'Shia is the founder and director of the National Institute for Indigenous Cultural
Studies, an organization that hosts conferences, retreats, lectures and workshop
series to explore and educate communities at large on Indigenous culture, music,
art, religion and spirituality.
Ta'Shia also founded the World Pride & Power Organization, whose goal is to
facilitate unity, empowerment and inclusivity among SGLBT people of color.
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER Lawrence Ellis is a complexity-science organizational
consultant – one who applies “living systems” principles to the design of human
organizations – whose initial training was at Oxford University on a Rhodes
Scholarship. He is also a spiritual teacher, leader and activist in Buddhist and
Indigenous communities. He has used his teacher/leader status to organize and
mobilize for justice and sustainability on numerous issues — from engaging in
civil disobedience to win back-wages and benefits for exploited low-wage urban

workers, to encouraging human rights organizations to weave ecological
considerations into their actions and campaigns.
Of African (Great Tribes of the Middle Passage, including possibly Fulani – with
spiritual and cultural affinities with the Dagara and Yoruba peoples), African
American & Native American (Cherokee) descent, he is active in the movement to
return Two Spirit people (the historic roles for same-gender-loving/LGBTIQ
members of Native American tribes) to their rightful leadership and other
traditional roles in their tribes, and to promote their wisdom-leadership in the
world. He is increasingly active in similar movements in African Indigenous
spiritual communities. Also, at the invitation of Mahatma Gandhi's grandson, he
represented the U.S. in a yatra (journey) in India commemorating Gandhi and
Martin Luther King.
He is the Founder & President of Paths To Change, a fifteen year old consulting
and training company; and Executive Director of their spin-off nonprofit, Paths To
Change Institute, which combines the best of ancient wisdom traditions
(especially Indigenous) with contemporary complexity sciences to support shifting
our planetary culture from ecological destruction, global violence on
unprecedented scales and other ills, to a life-sustaining civilization. Paths to
Change and Paths to Change Institute reside online at www.pathstochange.net.
Lawrence’s website for spiritual teaching and activism is online at
LawrenceEllis.org.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY John Chater began shooting documentaries at
the BBC 18 years ago. John has worked on hundreds of broadcast
documentaries, and has filmed in over 30 countries. After moving to the US in
1992, he has worked on films for PBS, HBO, National Geographic, Discovery,
BBC and UK Channel 4. Films that he has been involved with have won
numerous television and film festival awards.
Here is a short list of productions John has shot:
Frontline- Secret History Credit Card –WGBH,Dir: Rummel, Lowell Bergman
The Shape of Life – National Geographic Special, (6 x 1hr, Super 16mm)
San Francisco S.W.A.T- Discovery Channel (1 hr Beta SP )
Seismic Slueths – Discovery Channel / Summer Prods ( 1hr Digibeta)
On Our Own Terms/ Bill Moyers / - Public Affairs Television/ PBS
George Lucas / Bill Moyers —Public Affairs Television/ PBS
America Undercover ‘ Sports to Die For’- HBO Original Programming
Whats up in the Universe – PBS ( 1hr , Digibeta )
1900 - American Experience -David Grubin Prods ( Super 16mm)
Physics - Nova Science Odyssey - WGBH Boston ( Super 16mm)

Geology - Nova Science Odyssey - WGBH Boston ( Super 16mm)
America Undercover ‘Living Dolls’ - HBO Original Programming
America Undercover ‘ Forever Hollywood’- HBO Original Programming
Keiko's Story - ABC/ Discovery Channel ( Super 16mm)
Coltrane in a Cadillac - 'LA-NY in 50's Cadillac ' - Channel 4 UK
Ram Dass/ Fierce Grace – Lemle Pictures ( Super 16mm)
Hemmingway, Cuba & Big Fish' - Discovery Europe (Cuba)
India- Holy Cow – Adventure Divas/PBS , 2 x 30 mins , 16x9 Digibeta
NOVA - Charters of Freedom- Middlemarch Prods / WGBH Super 16mm
Ralph Nader- An Unreasonable Man – Two Left Legs Prods, SDX-900
Sky Monsters- National Geographic /John Rubin Prods, SDX-900
Future of Food – Lily Films/ PBS, 90mins 16x9 Digibeta.
Judgment Day: Should the Guilty Go Free - HBO America Undercover
EDITOR Vic Ferrer began his career in the mid-1980’s in Hollywood, CA where
he worked as an assistant engineer at two prominent recording studios. He then
moved into the administrative side of the record business, working for KG
Records and Windham Hill Recordings.
In the early 1990’s, Vic transitioned into fulltime video production and began
working as an Associate Producer for a cable television start-up venture. His
knack for video production evolved into a career as one of the Bay Area's busiest
editors. Over the next 15 years, he would be credited on hundreds of video
productions for clients such as Apple, Compaq, E*Trade, Genentech, HP, The
Laugh Factory, Google, Microsoft, PBS, National Geographic, Sony, TiVo, Visa
and Yahoo.
As clients sought to involve Vic in increasingly more important roles, Vic Ferrer
Productions was founded. The company's production credits over the past
decade include videos for Cisco, ConAgra Foods, The Gap, Mayer Labs and A&E
Television, as well as independent documentaries and numerous projects for
non-profit organizations.
Vic Ferrer Productions is now based out of The Producer's Loft, located in San
Francisco. Ferrer built the facility not only as a base for his own productions, but
also as a high-definition production studio and edit suite available to other
companies and independent producers.
Vic is a former student of the Conservatory of Music at the University of the
Pacific, Stockton, CA where he studied music business. His principal instrument
was classical pipe organ.

